
PTSD – my story of diagnosis andtreatment
I had a really bad birth with one of my children. For the record I planned a homebirth and
ended up in an emergency caesarean. I physically recovered (eventually) and my baby was
alive and well. What matters more is that I was left with the mental scars that I (eventually)
found treatment for. After seeking help several times from doctors, I was (eventually)
referred to a clinical psychologist who (eventually) diagnosed me with post-traumatic stress
disorder. I hope that by telling you about my experiences I can save you the years of
heartache that I experienced in waiting for a proper diagnosis.

The way trauma affects the brain
It might be helpful to first of all have a layman’s explanation of the way trauma affects the
brain. There are two relevant bits of the brain here – the hippocampus, which is what we
normally use for day-to-day events, and the amygdala which kicks in when we have a lot of
adrenaline (as in a trauma, but also other times). The hippocampus holds our higher
faculties, is rational and linear, uses language, and has ordered memories which can be
drawn upon at will. So someone might say to you, ‘What did you do yesterday?’ and you can
look back through your mental filing cabinet and remember the relevant parts of what you
did yesterday, often without too much emotional content. You can then say, ‘I went to the
toddler group and then to Tesco.’

The amygdala, on the other hand, is a primitive part of the brain that is primarily concerned
with survival. Some people describe it as the ‘lizard brain’ or the ‘ape brain’. When
adrenaline floods the system, the hippocampus is bypassed and information about our
environment is sent to the amygdala in order to determine whether to fight, flee, or freeze
(or something else). The amygdala stores sensory, bodily and emotional information much
more so than the hippocampus, and does not use language so much as visual cues. The
trouble is that the amygdala then stores all this information in undifferentiated chunks, links
memories together in irrational ways, and memories can come spewing out at seemingly
random times (in response to triggers) in an uncontrolled flow (flashbacks). The amygdala
needs to process the memory in order to move the information into the hippocampus,
where it will be more like an ordinary memory.

When I was being assess for PTSD, it was really difficult for me to answer some of the
assessment questions. It had been about 5 years since the birth at this point, and I had done
my best to ‘move on’. I could not easily access those memories without being overwhelmed,
so I had really squashed them down. Also, I could not tell whether some of the reactions I
had had were normal or not (so might not have noticed them), so I didn’t know how to
answer some of the questions.



Symptoms
Flashbacks

Flashbacks are the telltale sign of PTSD, the thing that tells you the memory is still lodged in
the amygdala rather than the hippocampus. But I didn’t realise that I was experiencing
flashbacks. It wasn’t like I was walking around unable to see what was in front of me all day.
And I wasn’t lying on the floor twitching for hours every day. I was functioning. I was able to
care for my two small children. How could I have PTSD? Wasn’t that for war veterans?

It wasn’t so much that I was always walking around thinking about the event. Far from it. I
went out of my way to avoid anything that reminded me of it (see Avoidance, below). But
when it was brought to mind, I was back ‘in it’. The memory was so vivid, and so all
encompassing, it was overwhelming. The psychologist described it as a bit like being ‘back in’
your primary school classroom when you smell a particular smell. You see an ambulance and
you are ‘back in’ the ambulance. You might see a particular colour and you are ‘back in’ the
operating room. These smells, colours, associations are called triggers and the amygdala
responds by flooding the brain with memory, uncontrolled, uncontrollable, non-linear,
chaotic, choppy memory. This ‘flashback’ can last for minutes or hours or longer.

Anniversary reaction is also part of this. The anniversary of the event is likely to trigger the
trauma memories. Unfortunately, the anniversary of a birth trauma is the birthday of the
child in question which is supposed to be a happy day, which makes the reaction even
harder for people (including the mother) to understand. I would weep for hours the night
before my son’s birthday, making my husband go through it all again with me, telling him
how awful I felt, how guilty, unable to be reasonable about it. Now I know that this is
because it wasn’t my lovely, reasonable hippocampus in charge of those memories. It was
my amygdala. I couldn’t be reasonable.

It is also possible for PTSD sufferers to experience twitches, starts, and other physical
phenomena which are the amygdala reimagining the event in the body. These are called
‘somatic memories’. For me, I had phantom contractions throughout my second pregnancy,
which at 10 weeks pregnant started much earlier than Braxton Hicks normally would and
were also associated with triggers. At the time, I didn’t know these were probably
psychological in origin – that only became clear later.

Avoidance of triggers

The natural response to being triggered is to try to avoid triggers. This happens so naturally
and so unconsciously that I didn’t even know I was doing it. When I took the assessment for
PTSD they asked if I avoided certain situations that reminded me about the event. I said no
at the time, because I didn’t realise that I did.

I later realised that I had become famous among my circle of friends and family for never
being able to watch anything on TV or read anything in books or hear anything on the radio
in which a child was in danger in any way. Any way. Even in that crappy Hollywood way
where the child-in-danger is really just a set up for the hero’s heroism, and my brain knew
that, and knew there’d be a happy ending. I couldn’t watch it. At all. My husband used to



have to vet TV programmes and books for me, and tell me after whether I’d be alright to
read them. Anything about birth was just completely off the cards, so completely out of the
question that I didn’t even think about it. I used to find it completely mystifying that normal
people with children could watch ‘One Born Every Minute’. Years of living like this meant
that I had forgotten it could be different.

On a deeper, sadder level, one of the major reminders of a birth is the child himself. I had
various problems bonding with my son which are probably a direct result of the trauma (as
well as my general background and psychology). I wanted my baby, but I didn’t want my
baby. I had a ‘push-pull’ feeling towards him – I wanted him closer so I could keep him safe
(see below) but I didn’t want a reminder of what happened.

Hypervigilance

Hypervigilance, or being jumpy, one might say, is also a key symptom. As part of the
assessment I was asked if I was always looking over my shoulder, which would make sense if
I’d been attacked in a dark alley. Even metaphorically speaking, I didn’t think I was jumpy.
And then I realised later that I was completely hypervigilant … about my son. I was
convinced that he was on the verge of death at all times. Any tiny accident was catastrophic.
Even accidents that had been avoided often left me shaken for hours, or shouting at my
husband in a rage.

Inability to plan

I have always been a fairly disorganised (spontaneous!) person but this became extreme. I
could not plan. I could not organise anything. I could not shop properly for meals or decide
whether I was available the next Wednesday for a play date. I could not even understand
how anyone else did these things. This is a common feature of PTSD, called foreshortened
future. Basically, your amygdala is telling you that you don’t know whether you’ll even be
alive next week, so why make plans? We ended up staying at home a lot.

Contributing factors
There are certain factors that help to define whether PTSD is present or likely.

Threat of death or serious injury

This is central to defining trauma. You have to believe you are going to die or someone you
love (like your baby) is going to die. It took me a long time to realise that this applied to me.
It took a long time for me to remember that there was a moment just after my son was born
that I thought that was it, I was going to go out like a candle. I could hardly even remember
this moment, because I hadn’t wanted or needed to for so long. And I can still hardly
remember the terrifying half-hour when he was in danger.

Response of overwhelming fear or horror

It is natural to be afraid during childbirth. It is a really extreme experience no matter how
straightforward the delivery. However, not everyone experiences real terror during the birth



of their child. Terror is an appropriate reaction to certain events, and the subsequent release
of adrenaline is what makes the amygdala kick in.

Expectations and loss of control

Apparently one factor in developing PTSD is your expectations of what the event may be
like. Soldiers are more at risk of developing PTSD after a traumatic event if they believe they
will not be injured in battle. For me, I had absolutely no fear of birth at all. This is bizarre but
there were reasons for that in my personal psychology. I also chose to read quite a lot of
natural birth literature that played down the pain and promoted the idea of doing the right
things in preparation of the birth, which helps to make me feel like I might have some
control over what happened.

Talking treatment
First of all, it is worth saying that I have always been a fan of self-help and talking therapy
and have always avoided anti-depressants. Looking back, I almost certainly should have
taken some medication to control my symptoms and make life easier for my whole family,
but I have no idea what medication doctors would normally recommend for my symptoms.

I first went to the doctor thinking I must have depression, and maybe some anxiety. When I
was eventually seen by a clinical psychologist (on the NHS, I might add, thanks to the
Improved Access to Psychological Treatments initiative), I was first offered cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT), first of all in a group (which was incredible helpful but not
transformative) followed by high-intensity one-on-one CBT. During this latter period, it still
took a few weeks for the diagnosis of PTSD to come about as the psychologist got a clearer
understanding of what was going on for me.

When I was diagnosed, it was as if a huge weight had been lifted from my shoulders, mainly
because it showed me that my dreadful state of mind was not my fault, and that self-help
was never going to cure me. I was prepared to do anything to get better, and I totally trusted
the psychologist as she was clearly brilliant. I was seen weekly or fortnightly, and had a
couple of very supportive friends who could look after my child when needed.

The proper PTSD treatment started with a long session during which I had a relive the events
of the birth in detail. This was scary and of course I was worried, but as I said I was
determined to do it. The psychologist helped me to relive it while feeling safe and secure,
and gave me instructions on how to access difficult memories by getting into a slightly sort
of hypnotic state. It took about two hours (even though the birth itself too about 18 hours)
and the psychologist taped it all. At certain points in the reliving, she would ask me to rate
my anxiety levels. If I started to get too overwhelmed she would help me to come back to
the present a bit. I was completely drained afterwards and needed at least a day and a half
to recover. The next phase of the treatment involved listening back to the tapes two or three
times in the week, and rating my anxiety levels each time. Again, this was pretty worrying
and not a great time in my life, but I focused on getting out the other side.



When I went back for sessions with the psychologist, she would get me to focus on
‘hotspots’ – the worst moments of the birth. We would ‘freeze’ these mentally, and pick
them apart. So I would be asked to remember just the few moments when everyone left me
alone to sort things out before the ambulance arrived, for instance. Then I’d be asked to tell
everything I was thinking and feeling during this moment. The psychologist would help me
to pull these thoughts apart, challenging them if necessary, and drawing me back to the
present. So for instance, if I was re-living the moments when the baby was born and I
thought I was dying, she would ask, ‘So you thought you were dying? What thoughts went
through your head? What did you feel? Did you die? Did you survive?’ These might sound
like completely crazy questions (‘of course I didn’t die! How could I be talking to you?’) but it
is important to remember that it is the amygdala that was doing the remembering, and the
amygdala is not so smart. The psychologist was working to get the memory out of the
amygdala into the hippocampus, which may involve drawing out painfully obvious
conclusions.

Some of the work we did on those hotspots involved looking at the background assumptions
I was bringing to the situation. For instance, we talked about the moment when it became
clear I would have to go to hospital and the feelings if failure and inadequacy that went with
that, where those assumptions had come from, challenging some of those assumptions and
drawing parallels with other situations in my life. Sometimes we would also do visualisations
where I would re-imagine the events differently.

During my treatment, life was not easy. I was living with painful memories very close to the
surface and having to carry on. Some of my somatic memories became much stronger
before being resolved. For instance, I would sometimes wake in the night with pushing
sensations. But I could also see improvement all the time. I could tell that certain memories
were no longer causing me so much distress, my anxiety ratings were decreasing, I could see
more and more clearly that a particular reaction was in response to a trigger and thus keep it
in perspective and so on.

After a while, the treatment because much less focused on the trauma itself and much more
on my general psychology. Again, she would ask me about how I felt and thought about his
particular aspect of my life and challenge me. The psychologist would draw diagrams
showing me how my mind was working and where it needed to get to, diagrams that I could
take home. After a few more weeks I was ready to be discharged. We planned the ending
very carefully and discussed it a lot. We developed a toolkit of resources that I draw on
when times are tough.

Eighteen months after treatment ended, this all feels like a very long time ago, which shows
my hippocampus is in charge again! I can plan, make New Year’s resolutions, take on
challenges, go back to work, and enjoy the enjoyable bits of parenting. But the most
important sign that I am better is that I did not have one single flashback during my son’s
birthday. At no point did I get sucked back into a dark place with those awful memories and
feelings. I could focus on him and his celebrations completely. For me, that is the definition
of success.


